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Description Each cultural memory has two sides. On the one hand, it means the formation of memory zones that gather our knowledge of the past. On the other hand, these recollegas always involve the emergence of suppression zones, which include experiences and phenomena which, for some reason, were excluded
from traditional cultural practices. The scope of the excluded phenomena is as wide as possible and ranges from inconvenient events, works of art, historical or cultural figures to certain forms of expression, gestures, emotions, material objects, attitudes, discourse frameworks and narrative patterns. Although these
phenomena have been omitted, they can never be forgotten. Being repressed as they are, they still influence the processes of building cultural boundaries and identity. We refer to such zones as zones of cultural exclusion (the deadline for Sergei Troitćkii, which refers to the Chernobyl exclusion zone). Created by a
dominant ideology, they are a constant challenge in philosophy, literature and art, prompting them to re-actualize deliberately marginalized cultural phenomena, overcome oblivion and eventually deconstruct and eradicate cultural exclusion zones themselves. The study of the cultural interaction mechanisms that underpin
these processes remains an important issue, as the construction and construction of cultural exclusion zones is taking place today. Although topographic studies of national culture, including various approaches to the study of geographical boundaries and, more specifically, to theories of cultural boundaries, are no longer
uncommon in the field of humanities, border lines are often considered characteristic of the territory. 2) Instead, we want to place particular emphasis on the multiple impact of borderline phenomena and experiences on the content of culture, thus taking into account the interaction of cultures not only in the form of border
regions, i.e. the failure of two or more interconnected cultural elements, but also on regions of exclusion, i.e. areas of cultural suppression that characterise elements of inter-disciplinary or undesirable areas. The aim of this Line of Line di Estetica issue is therefore to discover and describe the zones of cultural exclusion
and the mechanisms for their formation in different cultural contexts.         The legacy of contact between Europe and indigenous people in the new world is conflict. There's no other way to look at it. While many has sought to make peace or not to completely destroy the population; their mere presence there led to the
death of various infectious diseases that the indigenous people did not have anti-bodies. Those who cite Las Casas or the Spanish Monarchy's declaration of human rights for indigenous people are wrong because Spaniards in the New World did not follow any of these rules. To quote Cortes: I came to get gold, not until
the soil was set up as a peasant. This absolutely meant ignoring the human rights of the local population. In addition to a lack of respect and their diseases, Europeans would only coexist with indigenous people if their lives depended on it. For example, when Jamestown was founded English relied on native populations
for survival. When they learned how to make their own food and survive harsh winters and after they could survive without the natives thus continued (since English introduced diseases when they landed) the destruction of the natives.        The next part of the destruction was perhaps worse than killing, it was the
destruction of local culture. Catholic monasteries tried to save the souls of indigenous people by teaching them the European manuscript and the Catholic faith. It began by integrating any written language they had in European style, after a while changing the style of friars would just transfer their mother's language all
together. It happened to Maya. Since at least in Maya culture, very few knew the written language was easy to change the population in new ways. For this reason, there would be little resistance. Our books also tell of the substitution of religion, as one of Peublo's stories put it: When Padre Jesus came, the corn mothers
left. This means that Christian missionaries saw the religious views of the natives, completely rejected them, and replaced them with the Christian faith under the guise of saving their souls. Inadvertently, it would force the local population to rely on missionaries for religious reasons, forcing missionaries to remain and
indigenous people to recognise the mother country as their own country.            Since the conquests began, conquering soldiers would mate with the population in a foreign country or region. Some soldiers will be discharged from service and returned to their new family and others would abandon them. Many great things
come out of it, including in English. William the conqueror took the modern UK with some soldiers left, but was forbidden to teach French natives about grief, so that a mixture of French and Germanic is spoken in an area created in ancient English. It's an idea of the boundary of inclusion. It was practiced by the
Spaniards and the French World. This allowed not only re-introduction, but also a population that was part of the indigenous and partly foreign, thus being a great bridge from the old world to the new world. As the book says, the children of Old World fathers and New World mothers became the majority of the population
of New Spain.            On the other side of this idea is the opposite, the idea of border exclusion, the English noted. As mentioned earlier, as soon as the colony was self-sufficient, they continue to destroy the natives. It was much more direct for English. Pushing natives out of their land and further west, through force



when needed.  It should be noted that the English tried to buy land from the natives, but this was a concept they did not understand.            What the tone of my blog is that the extreme negativity towards French, English and Spanish goes without saying that this information about Turner's glorious westward expansion is
not so glorious. To claim that the pros out of the weighted cons of this situation is, in my view, an absolute insult to the various great civilizations that occupied the areas before their total destruction.        In doing so, I would say that the best way is to be involved, although the group may lose some important cultural
aspects about what they are still surrounding.  The limit of exclusion works We are better than you on command. By all means this idea says native and foreign populations can't be terming and that trade is possible, only if you stay on your side and we stick with us. This could be a viable option if the external group did
not intend to extend its territory to another territory. However, the idea of an imperialist state not wanting to extend it to boarders is crazy. So of course the country intended to expand its boarders and that sparked conflict when these colonists/English wanted to preserve their idea of exclusion by continuing to expand it to
boarders. In conclusion, I can say this this way: someone who said you can't cross this particular line, but keeps moving the line forward and forward to you and hitting you every time he makes the line past where you sit. The English and American colonists practiced it. Maybe because of the inheritance, or because they
felt the same way, you can't say.   English colonists created a different method that is today in the northeast of the United States. In 1558, English colonists found themselves unhappy in their first attempt to colonize the new world settlement they baptized in Virginia. The colonists were facing starvation until native
Algonquian provided the colonists with food until supplies ran short prompting the colonists to mount a surprise attack, killing several leading men and beheading the main leader 22). With this act of betrayal, the English determined what their policy would be to create a border of exclusion in America. Unlike Spanish and
French, English colonists do not consume natives among their own culture, but rather disperse them in the area.           The reading task provided clear examples of what has not been a secret; Europeans took advantage of the unfair exploitation of America and its natives and used them unfairly. In my opinion, it seems
to reflect the class systems that Europeans were accustomed to. The natives were considered seemingly less civilized peasants. It follows that, like the peasants of Europe, their purpose had to be used to give the nobility the wealth. (Muinz 2011) Home Had two main motives for colonizing the New World: acquiring
wealth and transforming souls. The colonisation regime took very different forms. The main motives behind the colonisation of the new world led to two very different ways in which countries sought to achieve the objective of colonisation. The main impetus was to add land and goods to the empire, which would increase
the wealth and status of the homeland among the nations of the world. The secondary motive was the religious conversion of local peoples. Regimes colonizing a varied country: the exclusion or inclusion of the way in which colonization was achieved took two very different forms: the inclusion of borders and the
exclusion of borders. The boundary of exclusion meant settling in such a way that groups of people would be segregated, so that cultures mingled very little. Border involvement can define colonization, where much intermixing took place between local peoples and colonizers. The way England was colonised was through
the boundary of exclusion. The English language was a commodity to buy and sell. It was something it was fenced, owned. They looked at Native Americans who looked at the land as part of nature and used only to preserve it, as people who did not receive all the benefits they could land. In fact, many English believed
that because Native Americans didn't use the land properly, it was free english taking. Sharing the land was not an option for English. they intended to own and use land for their own use. According to historian William Cronon, his work on changes in the land was based on the policy of exclusion, that the difference
between the two groups was not that one had property and the other had none; Please good location, nice while being near you. Another consideration regarding English, for example, border exclusion is how many English perceived Native Americans as a nation. The Indian was like a savage and a worse race. An
Indian man was considered lazy and one that shirked his duty to provide his family. English saw Native Americans with little to contribute to the goals of English colonization and were therefore seen as just a hindrance, according to Gary Nash in his book Red, White and Black. The French tried mixing cultures Unlike
English, French and Spanish in a way that would characterize border inclusion in the New World. The French chose a much different approach to native Americans, Nash is associated with that while English usually use military force or guilds of land and political submission to their Indian neighbors, the French were
forging relations with many different Indian societies. The French communities consisted of small settlements dependent on the friendship of local peoples. Another big difference that characterized French settlements was the proportion of men who were not inhibited by the involvement of Indians in their personal
relationships. These men took Indian lovers, concubines and women and, according to Nash, exhibited no embarrassment for this mixing of blood and it was hard to put in mind english hesitation about interracial relationships. This mixing made the two cultures better understanding and was key to the frontier of inclusion.
Many learned French and manners to facilitate cooperation between the two peoples. This was very different from the English, who sought to educate the land and therefore wanted not to work with the Indians, but to get them out of the way. The way spain was involved was through the use of force, Spain also acted at
the border of inclusion, but differently than the French. They came into the new world with military force to conquer. They forced local people to work for them. Spain's efforts to change the Indians were achieved by persuading mixed force. Such involvement did not work nearly as well. While there was a lot of mixing,
Indian nations resisted Spanish attempts to impose Catholicism on them and enslave them. By analyzing English, French and Spanish, you can easily identify and understand the motives and different ways in which the New World colonized. colonised.
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